
What	to	draw?	What	to	see?	

Sometimes you come across something and think: “That’s what I would like to 

draw”. But probably more often you think: “What shall I draw now?” A question 

that better fits Zen Seeing Drawing is: “What is it that I would like to atttentively 

see?” Which things lend themselves for Zen Seeing Drawing 

“each thing, everyday” (says Frederick Franck in his 10 commandments of 

 Zen Seeing Drawing) 

 “draw, draw, draw, draw, … everything (wrote Lenie Otten in her letter to 

 me) 

 “All that is in the light is worthy of being seen, and its existence is 

legitimite” (wrote Leo van Vegchel in response to some ponderings  

 of mine) 

Suppose, you decide to draw in a quiet corner of a park. You look around. What 

do you see? Perhaps this:  

A tree on a meadow. Dandelions in the grass.  

The things you see first, are usually the familiar things. They are the first to be 

noticed. A tree. Grass. Dandelions.  

If you ask a child to draw a tree, what you usually get is a tree’s silhouette. That’s 

also how adults usually draw a tree: a straight pole, the stem, with on top of it a 

cloud-like ball, the crown. We know what a tree, grass, a flower looks like, and can 

draw them blindly… we think.  

In Zen Seeing Drawing you force yourself to stay attentive for a longer time, 

longer than usual. If we look carefully, we can see that a tree is not a straight pole 

with a cloudlike ball on top of it. The stem looks straight, but isn’t. The crown is 

not a cloudlike ball. And all grass sprouts are different.  

Zen Seeing Drawing is about seeing the world in an open-minded way. By staying 

attentive while drawing we see more than the silhouette.  

We may start noticing the skin of things (in Zen Seeing Drawing we call that 

contour, which is different from the silhouette). De softness of petals, de 

somewhat harder stem of the dandelion, the sharp edges of grass sprouts, the 

rough bark of the tree, the softness of the just opening leave. 



We can start seeing the spaciousness of things. The roundness of the tree, how a 

tree stands amidst other tree, how distant trees look smaller, how we can discern 

less details. You can see how leaves overlay one another, how one leaf hangs in 

front of another, how leaves can be hollow, have thickness, how a leaf’s tip may 

curl towards you. We can see volume, depth, spaces.  

If we zoom in on the dandelion we can see how in due time its stem curved its 

way around the root of the tree to grow towards the light. How leaves hang 

down. How a tree leans against a fence, the fence is pushed away. We can see the 

motion tendency, also called gesture. 

Having another look at the leaves we may see that sometimes a thin leaf can light 

up brightly when the sun shines at it from behind. And how part of that leaf hangs 

in the shadow of another leaf. We may see rays of sun light through the crown of 

a tree, lighting up the grass. We see light that falls on something, rays of light, the 

transparency of shapes.  

Rarely are the things we see motionless. It seems there is always some 

movement. We see the rhythmical waving of a tree’s twigs in the wind; a leaf that 

whirls down; long grasses undulating in gusts of wind. 

If we take our time for looking at things, we see more than its silhouette.  

But how to draw the softness of a skin, how to draw movements on a static sheet 

of paper, how to draw motion tendency, how to draw light with a black pencil, 

how to draw depth on a two dimensional sheet of paper?  

Within the tradition of Zen Seeing Drawing, exercises have been developed for 

that. Exercises to improve your observation skills. But there are no recipes. The 

exercises don’t tell you how to do it. They provide some guidance, but ultimately 

you just have to attentively watch, exercise your drawing hand and develop your 

eye-hand-coordination.  

Sometimes it seems impossible to draw something. How do you draw shrubs with 

thousands of leaves? See it as an exercise, comparable to a koan in the zen 

tradition. You won’t find the solution in a rational way, by thinking. The solution 

can only be found while drawing, while seeing. So “draw, draw, draw, draw… 

everything”.  

 


